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Dear friends,
There is a huge amount of information being thrown at us on the
coronavirus, much of it conflicting and confusing. Sometimes it's
hard to know who and what to believe.
In pre-coronavirus times, I normally spent about two hours a day
reading emails sent my way and exploring the information in
them. In recent months, my email volume has increased four
times with hundreds of caring people sending me information on
the virus. I've been swamped trying to keep up with it all.
The filter I am using now more than ever is to focus on
information from reliable sources than can be verified by anyone. Thankfully, there are other
excellent researchers with a similar philosophy. I want to recommend their excellent videos on the
coronavirus here.

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. on the coronavirus
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. is a renowned lawyer who shifted from serving as a successful environmental lawyer
to focus on advocating for safe vaccines for our children. In the 24-minute video at the link below, he
reveals excellent inside information on the possible origins of the coronavirus, how virology labs develop
vaccines, and the risks of developing a vaccine for the coronavirus. Though some of his information is
not easily verifiable, his access to inside sources and thorough knowledge of the topic make this
well worth listening to.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8WJCbCWFBMQ
Excellent video on Bill Gates program to vaccinate the world
To understand how the coronavirus is being used to monitor and better control humanity, don't miss the
important 40-minute video at the link below. This well researched video shows how Bill Gates is using

fear around the coronavirus to push through his long-held agenda to vaccinate the whole world and
to require a "digital certificate" as a way to ensure everyone has been vaccinated. The coronavirus is
the perfect storm for him to bulldoze ahead with his agenda. For other verifiable information showing how
Gates' vaccine agenda has already harmed countless thousands of children read this excellent article by
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4Aps2NPe54&t=4m12s
Revealing video on potential forced quarantines
The educational and well researched 20-minute video at the link below gives undeniable evidence for
plans to test and track everyone in the U.S. on the coronavirus, and even to remove people from
their homes and mothers from their children if they test positive for the virus and there is no separate
bathroom for home quarantine. The presentation reveals detailed plans spelled out in video clips of
government officials speaking and screenshots of government websites.

https://vimeo.com/416137465
The above video doesn't mention the bill proposed in the U.S. House of Representatives - HR. 6666, which
you can find on the the website of the US Congress at this link. It authorizes $100 billion (yes billion!) for
2020 "to conduct diagnostic testing for COVID–19, to trace and monitor the contacts of infected individuals,
and to support the quarantine of such contacts." That is more than the entire 2019 budget ($68.4 billion) of
Health and Human Services. Is there something fishy here?

Most inspiring alternative view on the coronavirus
Zach Bush is an amazing, triple board certified MD. He's brilliant and has led a most unique and colorful life.
This wonderfully inspiring interview with him about the coronavirus is most fascinating! He even describes
how he publicly predicted a year ago that the next major epidemic would originate in Wuhan. The
interview gets deeper as it goes and ends on an incredibly inspiring note. Don't miss this awesome tour de
force by one who is incredibly knowledgeable in this field.

https://thehighwire.com/doctor-who-predicted-covid-19-answers-all
For those who want more
A controversial banned video interview with Dr. Judy Mikovits also raises many questions. Renowned
lawyer Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. wrote an riveting forward to Mikovits' book revealing how Anthony Fauci and
others stole some of her research and destroyed her career to prevent an important treatment she codiscovered from moving forward. This webpage also supports many of her claims.

https://banned.video/watch?id=5eb3062575314400169f3e6c
In his thorough research, Jeremy Hammond found a presentation by CDC's media relations chief Glen
Nowak titled, "Recipe for Fostering Public Interest and High Vaccine Demand." It promotes using
fear to increase public demand: “Medical experts and public health authorities (e.g. via the media) state
concern and alarm (and predict dire outcomes) - and urge influenza vaccination.” And this: “Health literacy
is a growing problem.” Watch this part of the very well researched longer video at this link. Verify the CDC
presentation on this webpage.
Some of these videos raise as many questions as they do answers, but at least you will be better informed
to make decisions about your health and that of your loved ones as this crisis unfolds. I wish you all the very
best in moving through these most intense and challenging times. And remember, we're all in this together.
With very best wishes for ever greater health and a transformed world,
Fred Burks for PEERS and WantToKnow.info

Resilience Guide for Coronavirus Times

1) Check-in so you don't check-out – be mindful of when you feel afraid and overwhelmed and how that
might affect your ability to balance your thinking with different perspectives.
2) Question what you read – don't fall for the old maxim "if it bleeds, it leads!"
3) Follow the money. Who is profiting both financially and politically from this so-called pandemic?
4) Find the people in your life who can question WITH you what part of the narrative is being left out.
5) Practice self-care – any activity, hobby or way of eating that helps you remember your best self. We need
to feel well in order to think well.
6) Physical distancing does not mean social distancing. Crisis brings out the humanity in us so that we are
closer and more connected than ever. We are all in this together.
7) Recognize this is a powerful opportunity for learning and growth. And we always have a choice between
fear and love. Let us acknowledge any fear that arises, yet then choose love.

What you can do:
Contact your media and political representatives to inform them of this important
information on the Coronavirus. Urge them to study and bring publicity to this important
topic. Invite them to read this article and explore the links included.
Explore our excellent Health Information Center filled with reliable resources and links to
key revealing health videos, essays, news articles, and much more.
Explore inspiring ideas on how we can work together to create a new paradigm.
Learn more about major health cover-ups which put your health at risk and other ways to
improve your health in this lesson from the free Insight Course.
Spread this news to your friends and colleagues, and bookmark this article on key social
networking websites using the "Share" icon on this page, so that we can fill the role at
which the major media is sadly failing. Together, we can make a difference.
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